"We needed to increase our efficiency...

We were really happy with the performance of our mobile unloader, but we weren’t maximizing it’s use. We were having a lot of trouble getting material through the railcar hopper. Anything that wasn’t perfectly dry and fluffy wouldn’t flow well, so we ended up bringing a lot of material in by truck. We wanted to increase the amount and types of materials unloaded via railcar, so that we could expand our product line. We called up our equipment dealer for a solution and he recommended that we try one of VIBCO’s hydraulic railcar shakers. It works great!"

Shift Supervisor
Kevin M., Ohio

Model HF-3500
“Big Buster” Hydraulic Vibrator

- 3500 VPM at 1200 average PSI
- 2.4 GPM
- 3,500 lbs of force
- 80 dB on A-Scale at 1 meter

ALTERNATE MODELS
- Model SVRWS-6500 High Frequency Pneumatic Vibrator
- CCW-5000 Air Operated Railroad Carshaker

Call 800-633-0032 for a FREE 10-Day Product Trial
visit: www.vibco.com fax: 401-539-2584 e-mail: vibrators@vibco.com